How to fix a blown heater element in a Toaster

The blown element stops the toaster working, but the wires can be rejoined over the blown section, with very little detrimental effect. See this fix in this video guide https://youtu.be/kXn1ITYCtGs
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INTRODUCTION

The blown element stops the toaster working, but the wires can be rejoined over the blown section, with very little detrimental effect. See this fix in this video guide

[video: https://youtu.be/kXn1ITYCtGs]

TOOLS:

- Essential Electronics Toolkit (1)
- Large Needle Nose Pliers (1)
Step 1 — How to fix a blown heater element in a Toaster

- Insert wisdom here.

Step 2

- how to fix a toaster

Not too difficult, you need patience though.